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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that every complex n x n matrix T is the product of four quadratic 
matrices. Moreover, if T is invertible, then the number of required quadratic 
matrices can be reduced to three, and three is sharp for n 2 4. Complex matrices 
which are expressible as the product of an idempotent and an invertible quadratic 
matrix are also characterized. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A complex matrix T is said to be of quadratic type if p(T) = 0 for some 
polynomial p(5) of degree 2. In the cases that p(s) = x2 - x, (x - l)‘, 
and x2 - 1, the corresponding types are called idempotent, unipotent of 
index 2, and involution, respectively. For the product of involutory matri- 
ces (respectively, the product of unipotent matrices of index 2), Gustafson, 
Halmos, and Radjavi [3] (P. Y. Wu and the author [9]) showed that a 
complex matrix T is the product of finitely many involutions (unipotent 
matrices of index 2) if and only if T has determinant fl (l), and the 
minimal number of required involutions (unipotent matrices of index 2) in 
such an expression is four in general. Hence it is quite clear that not every 
invertible matrix is the product of finitely many involutions and/or unipo- 
tent matrices of index 2. But, if the members of such a factorization are 
extended from involutions or unipotent matrices of index 2 to considering 
their closed affinities (invertible quadratic matrices), it can be shown that 
ever?/ invertible matrix is the product of finitely many invertible quadratic 
matrices, and, moreover, four invertible quadratic matrices are enough in 
such an expression. Indeed, if an invertible n x 72 matrix T has determi- 
nant CY, then a-‘/“T has determinant 1. Thus cr-‘/“T is the product of 
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four involutions, and hence T is the product of four invertible quadratic 
matrices. IS the number four sharp? The answer is negative. Actually, we 
will show that every complex invertible n x n matrix is the product of three 
invertible quadratic matrices, and three is sharp if n > 5 (Theorem 3.8). 
On the other hand, for the product of idempotents, Ballantine [l] showed 
that every singular n x n matrix is the product of n idempotents and n 
is sharp. Hence, combining with our Theorem 3.8, it is easy to see that 
every complex n x n matrix is the product of n quadratic matrices. Is the 
number n sharp? The answer, in general, is negative again. About this 
problem, we can show that every complex n x n matrix is the product of 
four quadratic matrices (Theorem 4.5). Is the number four sharp? We 
don’t know yet, although we do know that for matrices with small size, 
the answer is negative (see Proposition 4.10). A possible reasonable way 
to tackle such a problem is to characterize when a matrix is the product 
of an idempotent and an invertible quadratic matrix, and then, using such 
characterizations, to find sufficient and/or necessary conditions about the 
product of three quadratic matrices. Most of this paper will be devoted to 
studying such problems. 
Before giving a more precise description, we need some notation and 
conventions. Throughout this paper, all matrices are assumed to be square 
matrices with complex entries. In the following, det T denotes the deter- 
minant of a matrix T, a(T) and rank T denote its spectrum and range 
respectively, rank T the dimension of ran T, ker T the kernel of T, and 
dim ker T the dimension of ker T. The n x n identity matrix (respectively, 
zero matrix) is denoted by 1, (O,), or I (0) if the size is not emphasized. 
Next, for any complex numbers cy, p, we denote 
Q @,B = Qol,dn) = 1 n x n matrices T satisfying T2 - (cy + fi)T + @I= 0}, 
Q*,* E Q*,*(n) = U Qa,p(n) = {all quadratic n x n matrices}, 
%BEC 
Q*,* G Q*,*(n) = U Qa,P(n) = {all invertible quadratic n x n 
a,BEC\{O) matrices}, 
Qa = Q,(n) = Qcl,l(n), 
Q* = Q*(n) = U Qn and Q* F Q,(n) = U Qa. 
aEC aEC\{Ol 
We define Qa, Q,, . QCrb as the set of all n x n matrices which are prod- 
ucts of Ic matrices belonging to the /C classes Qa,, respectively, and ab- 
breviate Qc*,Q,, . . . Q,, as Q: if ~1 = (~2 = . = CQ = a. Also, we 
define Qk,,, @,,, Qt and Qk in a similar way. 
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In the long history of research about products of two quadratic matrices, 
characterizations of Q?i (products of two involutions) appeared in the 
literature first. Djokovid, Hoffman and Paige, and Wonenburger [2, 4, lo] 
proved that T E Q?l if and only if T is similar to T-l. Then, Ballantine 
[l] showed that T E Qi if and only if rank(1 - T) 5 2 dim ker T. For 
products of two unipotent matrices of index 2, P. Y. Wu and the author [9] 
characterized T E QT as meaning that T is “almost” similar to T-l. Later, 
in [5], we studied Qi for any cy E C, Q: # 0, fl. Recently, we investigated 
QiQ-i in [6], and QaQo, where a,0 E C and cr,p # O,fl,afl # 1, and 
ICY/~-~] # 1, in [8]. 
In this paper, we turn to the study of characterizations of the classes 
QoQa, and to considering products of three or more quadratic matrices. In 
Section 2, we show that T E QoQar where CY E C and o # 0, if and only if 
rank[T(T - I)(T - aI)] < d im ker T (Theorems 2.7 and 2.9). In Sections 3 
and 4, we consider products of three or more quadratic matrices. As noted 
before, we show that every n x n matrix is the product of four quadratic 
matrices, and moreover, the quadratic matrices in such an expression can 
be taken from Q* (Theorem 4.5). Furthermore, for invertible matrices, the 
number of required quadratic matrices can be reduced to three, and three 
is sharp if n > 5 (Theorem 3.8). The investigation of whether each singular 
n x n matrix T can also be expressed as the product of three quadratic 
matrices is less successful, but we obtain various necessary and/or sufficient 
conditions about T E QaQaQr. A mong other things, we show that, for 
any n x n matrix T, if T E QoQaQp, where CY,@ E C and fl # 0, then 
dim ker(T - XI) 5 fn for all X # 0, l,o,p,a/3 (Proposition 4.7). And 
for matrices T with size n 5 5, we show that T is the product of three 
quadratic matrices (Proposition 4.10). 
2. QoQa 
Our main results of this section are Theorems 2.7 and 2.9, which charac- 
terize the classes QcQa, where cy is a nonzero complex number. The proofs 
of these theorems are established through a series of lemmas. The first one 
gives a necessary condition for T E QoQa. Throughout this section, a: will 
denote a nonzero complex number. 
LEMMA 2.1. IfT E QoQa, then rank[T(T - I)(T - aI)] < dimker T. 
Proof. Assume that T = ER, where E E QO and R E Qa. The lemma 
is clearly true in the cases that E = 0 or I. Hence we may assume that 
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Thus Rf + RzR3 = (cy + 1)Rr - CYI and 
T= 
RI Rz I 1 0 0 
By the Jordan canonical form for matrices, RI is similar to a matrix A @ B, 
where {l,cr} C a(A) and 1, o $ g(B). Then T is similar to a matrix 
Tl @ T2, where Tl = A and 
B * 
T2 = 
[ 1 0 0 
Since dim ker T 2 rank RzR3 = rank[-Rf + (LY + 1)Rr - oI] and all Tl, 
(Tz - I)@2 - ~11, and (B - I)(B - (YI) are invertible, we have 
rank[T(T - I)(T - aI)] = rank[Tr(Tr - I)(Tl - CYI)] 
+ rank[Tz(Tz - I)(T2 - aI)] 
= rank[(Tr - I)(T, - CYI)] + rank T2 
5 rank[(A - I)(A - cxI)] + rank[(B - I)(B - CYI)] 
= rank[(Rr - I)(Rl - aI)] 
5 dim ker T, 
as we want. 
As we shall see in Theorems 2.7 and 2.9, the necessary condition in the 
above lemma is also sufficient. The key idea of our proof is to decompose 
a matrix T into several parts with disjoint spectra and then to treat each 
part. The next lemma handles the case that T is nilpotent. Recall that 
Jk denotes the nilpotent Jordan block of size k and vk denotes the k x k 
matrix with 1 along the antidiagonal and 0 elsewhere: 
0 0 1 
1 0 
JI, = 1 0 and Vk = 
. . . . 
1 0 1 0 
LEMMA 2.2. Let k be an integer 22. If T = Jk @ o&_2, then T E QoQa. 
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Proof. Let 
Then E E Qo, R E Qa, and 
ER= 
Jk-1 -avk-l + (Cl + l)Jk-1vk-l 
Ok-l ok-1 1 
Since rank ER = k - 1 and the minimal polynomial of ER is xk, then ER 
is similar to Jk @ ok-z. Hence T E QoQa. ??
Combining Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we can show the following proposition, 
which is a special case of Theorems 2.7 and 2.9. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let T be an n x n matrix with 1,~ $ a(T). Then 
T E QoQa if and only 2frankT 5 dim ker T. 
Proof. Necessity: Since l,cr $ a(T), the matrix (T - I)(T - cd) is 
invertible. Thus rank T = rank[T(T - I)(T - cd)], and hence the necessity 
follows from Lemma 2.1. 
Sufficiency: By the Jordan canonical form for matrices, T is similar to 
Tl @ c,“=, 63 Jk, @ Ok, where Tl is invertible and kj 2 2 for each j. Let 
r = rank Tl and T2 = c,“=, @ Jk, @ 01, where 1 = C,“=,( k.j - 2). Then 
r+l 5 ksincer+l+m=rankTr+rankTz =rankT LdimkerT =m+k. 
And by Lemma 2.2, T2 E QoQa. Since Tl @ 0, is similar to 
Tl (cr+l)I-c~T;~ 
0 0, 
and T is similar to (Tl 63 0,) @ T2 @ 9k-r-l, we have T E QoQc2 as &sired. 
W 
LEMMA 2.4. Let T = (I + Jk) C3 Ok-l, where k 2 2. Then T E QoQa. 
Proof. Let 
E= 
Ik 
O(k-1)xk 
Jk:c:r-l)] and R = [ v,,i:,,, oy;:::)] , 
where O(k-1)xk and Okx(k-1) arethe(k-l)xkandkx(k-1)zeromatrices 
respectively, V[k_r)xk isthe(k-1)xkmatriX [oivk_r], andVkx(k._r) isthe 
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transpose matrix of VC~_~)~~. Clearly, EZ = E and I?‘-(cr+l)R+~I = 0. 
Moreover. 
ER= 
I + Jk QJkvkx(k-1) 
O(k-1)xk ok-l 
which is similar to T, and hence T E QoQa. ??
LEMMA 2.5. Let T = (cyI+ Jk) @Ok-l, where k > 2. Then T E QoQa. 
f+OO.f. Let E,Okx(k-1)) and v(k-l)xk be the matrices defined as in 
Lemma 2.4, and let 
R== 
fflk okx(k-1) 
V(k-1)xk Ik-1 1. 
Then E E Qo, R E QCY, arid 
ER= 
aI + JI; Jkh.(k-1) 
O(k-l)xk Ok-l 1. 
The last matrix is similar to T, so T E QoQa. ??
Using the Jordan canonical form for matrices and Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, 
we can show, by in a similar argument to that in the proof of Proposition 
2.3, the following 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let k be a positive integer. If T = (I + M) @ (aI + 
N) $ Ok, where M and N are nilpotent matrices and rank M+rank N 5 k, 
then T E QoQa. 
Now, combining the above results, we have the following 
THEOREM 2.7. Let T be a complex matrix, and cy be a nonzero complex 
number different from 1. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
G) T E QoQa; 
(ii) rank[T(T - I)(T - CYI)] 5 dim kerT; 
(iii) T is similar to L tR (I + M) @ (crI + N) @ U, where L, M, N are 
nilpotent, 0, 1, LY $ g(V), and rank L + rank M + rank N + rank U I 
dim ker L. 
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Proof. (i) =S (ii) by Lemma 2.1. To prove (ii) + (iii), note that, by the 
Jordan canonical form for matrices, T is similar to L @ (I + M) @ (a1 + 
N) CB U, where L, M, N are nilpotent and 0, 1, cy $! u(U). Hence 
rank L + rank M + rank N + rank U 
= rank[L(L - I)(L - cd)] + rank{(l+ M)M[(l - cx)I + M]} 
+rank{c~I + N)[(a - l)I+ N]N} + rank[U(U - I)(U - aI)] 
= rank[T(T - I)(T - d)] 
5 dim ker T = dim ker L, 
since (L-I)(L-cd), (I+M)[(l-cr)l+M], (cxI+N)[(cr-l)I+N], and 
(U - I)(U - LYI) are invertible. 
(iii) =+ (i): Assume that L is similar to CpZl @ 51, $ Ok, where lj > 2 
for each j. Then rank L = Cp=l(lj - l)(= I) and dim ker L = k + p. Let 
m = rank M, n = rank N, and u = rank U. Let 
TI = 5 ~134, @ U CB Ol+vp and T2 = (I + M) CD (cd + N) CB On+n. 
j=l 
Then Tl E QoQa by Proposition 2.3, and T2 E QoQn by Corollary 2.6. 
Moreover, by assumption, 1 + m + n + u 5 Ic + p. Since T is similar to 
Tl @ T2 @ O,, where r = k - (1 + u - p) - (m + n) = (k + p) - (1 + m + 
n + u) 2 0, we have T E QoQa. The proof is complete. ??
To characterize the class QoQ1, we need the following 
LEMMA 2.8. If T = (I+ Jk) Cl3 Ok_2, where k 2 2, then T g QoQ1. 
Proof. Let 
E= 
Ik-1 
Ok-l 
.,-lvk-l] and R = [ $; %I;] 
[II @Ok-Z 
Then E” = E and (R - I)2 = 0. Moreover, 
ER= 
[ 
Ik-1 + Jk-1 Jk-lVk-1 
([I] CD Ok-2)Vk-1 [II @Ok-2 I 
=[ 
Ik-1 + Jk-1 O(k-1)x1 * 
o(k-2): (k-1) O,k_l,,x 1 
* 1 
Ok-2 1 
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where 0(1+1)~1 and O(~-Z)~(~-I) are the (Ic - 1) x 1 and (Ic - 2) x (Ic - 1) 
zero matrices respectively, and 2~ is the 1 x (k - 1) matrix [0 . 0 11. Since 
the latter matrix is similar to T, we have T E QoQ1. ??
THEOREM 2.9. Let T be a complex matrix. Then the following state- 
ments are equivalent: 
(9 T E QoQI; 
(ii) rank T(T - 1)2 5 dim ker T; 
(iii) T is similar to L@ (I + M) @U, where L, M are nilpotent matrices, 
0,l $ a(U) and rank L + rankM2 + rankU 5 dim kerL. 
Proof. (i) + (ii) follows from Lemma 2.1, and (ii) =S (iii) follows from 
analogous arguments to (ii) =+ (iii) in Theorem 2.7. Indeed, by the Jordan 
canonical form for matrices, T is similar to L @ (I + M) @ U, where L, M 
are nilpotent and 0,l 4 a(U). Hence 
rank L + rank M2 + rank U 
= rank[L(L - 1)2] + rank[(l+ M)M2] + rank[U(U - 1)2] 
= rank[T(T - 1)2] 
L: dim ker T = dim ker L 
since (L - 1)2, I + M, and (U - 1)2 are invertible. 
(iii) + (i): Assume that L is similar to Cp=, @ Jl, @Ok, where 1, 2 2 for 
each j, and M is similar to CT,, @J,, @Oi, where rnj > 2 for each j. Then 
rank L = Cy=I(lj - 1) (E l), dim ker L = k + p, rank M = ~‘&l(mj - 1) 
(- m), and rank M2 = m - q. Let ?L = rank U, and let 
Then Tl E QoQ1 by Proposition 2.3, and Tz E QoQl by Lemma 2.8. Also, 
by assumption, 1 + m - q + u 5 k + p. Since T is similar to Tl @ T2 @ O,, 
where r = k - (I + u - p) - (m - q) = (k + p) - (1 + m - q + u) > 0, we 
have T E QoQ1. This completes the proof. ??
COROLLARY 2.10. U T E Qo(n)Q,(n), then CxEC,lo,l,a) dimker (T- 
X1)n < n/2. 
Proof. By Theorems 2.7 and 2.9, T is similar to L @ (I + M) @ (cd + 
N) @ U, where L, M, N are nilpotent, 0, I,cu $ o(U), and rank U < 
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dim ker L. Thus rank U 5 n/2, since rank U+ dim ker L 5 n. On the 
other hand, we have 
c dim ker(T - XI)” = c dim ker(U - XI)” = rank U. 
xeC\la>i@l ~ec\{e>l,al 
Therefore CAKT\{O,I,~) dim ker(T - X1)n 5 n/2 
3. Qp AND Qy* 
First, we fix some notation. As usual, let I&,, = Mn(C) denote the set 
of all complex n x n matrices, and let GL(n) = GL(n, C) denote the group 
of invertible n x n matrices over the complex field. 
In the remainder of this paper, we are going to consider products of 
three or more quadratic matrices. The discussion is divided into two 
parts according to whether the quadratic matrices under consideration 
are invertible or not necessary invertible. So Qp(n) and Q:*(n) will be 
studied in this section, and Qp( n and Q:*(n) will be studied in the ) 
next section. As noted in the introduction section, it is easy to see that 
GL(n) = Q:*(n) = Q?,,(n), i e , every invertible n x n matrix is the prod- 
uct of four invertible quadratic matrices. Our purpose in this section is to 
reduce the number of invertible quadratic matrices needed in such expres- 
sions. The first result in this direction is Theorem 3.2: GL(n) = Q:(n). 
Theorem 3.2 is a consequence of the following 
LEMMA 3.1. Let CY, /3 be nonzero complex numbers, and let T be an 
nxnmatrix. IfT=Tl@Tz@... @T,, where each Tj is cyclic with size 
at least 2, and det T = @,On, then T E QaQ$. 
Proof. The proof is similar to [8, Proposition 3.41. Let dj = cy-’ 
det(P-‘Tj),j = 1,. ,m, and fix a nonzero number c. By [8, Lemma 
3.31, for each j, there exist matrices Aj and Bj such that p-‘Tj = AjB,, 
Aj E Qa, and o(Bj) = {c(n:r,‘di)-‘,c-‘(Hi=, di), 1,. ,l}. If A = 
Al @ ... @ A, and B = B1 @ .. $ B,, then ,D-‘T = AB, A E Qa, 
and a(B) = {bl,. , bzm, 1,. . , l}, where the bj’s satisfy by’ = bj+l for 
j = 2,4,. ,2m - 2 and b$, = bl. Choose c such that the bj’s are differ- 
ent from &l and b, # bj+l. By [2, Lemma 11, [7, Theorem 2.11, and [9, 
Theorem 2.71, B E QaQj’, whence T E QaQ$. ??
THEOREM 3.2. GL(n) = Q:(n). 
Proof. We need only to show that GL(n) & Q:(n). Let T be an invert- 
ible n x n matrix. By the Jordan canonical form for matrices, T is similar 
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to c,“==, @Tj @ cdk, where each TJ is cyclic with size at least 2 and cy is 
a nonzero complex number. Choose /3 E C such that crm+lc/Y’ = det T. 
Then det S = ornon, where S = x:=1 @TJ. By Lemma 3.1, S = PQR, 
where P E Qa, and Q, R E Qp. Since 
therefore, T E QaQi, whence T E Q:(n). ??
Does GL(n) = g:(n)? A s we shall see later, the answer is affirmative 
for matrices with small size, and is negative for matrices with large size. 
LEMMA 3.3. GL(3) = g:(3). 
Proof. To prove that GL(3) C g:(3), let T be an invertible 3 x 3 
matrix with a(T) = {a, ,B, r}, w h ere cr, /3, y are nonzero complex numbers. 
We have three cases to consider. 
CASE 1. (Y = /3 = y. Say T = cd + {, where N is nilpotent. Then 
T E Qi by [7, Theorem 2.11, whence T E Qz. 
CASE 2. cx = fl # y. By the Jordan canonical form for matrices, T is 
similar to 
Clearly, if T is similar to T2, then T E QaQr, whence T E 0:. On the 
other hand, for T similar to Tl, we consider two subcases. First, if (Y = 1, 
then T E QIQr, since 
Tl = i 0 1 1 0 
Second, if a # 1, then 0 # (cy - l)(o - y) (- z). Let 
R= [lr’,’ C H] and S= [ 0 1 y+l -7 0 Y 0 1 . 
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Then R E Qy-l,z, S E Qr, and 
Since the latter matrix is similar to T, we have 7 E Qym~a~Qyr whence 
CASE 3. cy, /3, y are all distinct. Let 
R= [llq:il i 81 and S= 
Clearly, R E Qy-lao, S E Qyr and Q Y 0 
RS= 0 ,!J 0 , 
[ 1 0 0 Y 
31 
[ 0 1 y+l -Y 0 Y 0 I. 
where y = -c@ - y + cry + CY. The latter matrix is similar to T, and thus 
T E Qr-~nBQY. Therefore T E @, and the proof is complete. W 
COROLLARY 3.4. GL(4) = g:,,(4). 
Proof. Let T be an invertible 4 x 4 matrix. By the Jordan canonical 
form for matrices, T is similar to n * 0 
h * 
1 1 c * ’ 0 d 
where a, b, c, d are nonzero complex numbers. We divide the discussion 
into five cases. 
CASE 1. All a, b, c, d are distinct. Then T is similar to diag(a, b, c, cl), 
and hence d_lT is similar to diag(d-‘a, d-lb, d-‘c, 1). By Lemma 3.3, the 
latter matrix belongs to QaQa for some nonzero complex numbers cy, 0. 
Thus T E QaQdp,d, whence T E Qf,,. 
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CASE 2. a = b, and a, c, d are distinct. Then T is similar to 
[;: $$c :I. 
By Lemma 3.3 again, dwlT E QaQa for some nonzero complex numbers 
a,P. Thus T E C&. 
CASE 3. a = b # c = d. Then T is similar to 
So T E QIQ~,~, whence T E Qz,,. 
CASE 4. a = b = c # d. Then d&lT is similar to 
The latter matrix belongs to @d_I by [7, Theorem 2.11. Thus T E Qz,d, 
whence T E Qz_,. 
CASE 5. a = b = c = d. As in Case 4, T E Qz C_ @, by [7, Theorem 
2.11 again. The proof is complete. W 
Next, we want to claim that GL(n) # g:(n) and GL(n) # g:,,(n) for 
large n. To prove these facts, we need a necessary condition for T E QaQp. 
The following lemma is a consequence of [8, Lemmas 2.1 and 2.61. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let a, /3 be nonzero complex numbers. If T E QaQo, then 
a(T) u {l,ay,P,4 =4&T-‘) u {l,~,P,G9. 
Proof. By the Jordan canonical form for matrices, we may assume that 
T = Tl @ Tz, where l,cy,P, aP $t! I and I C {l,a,P,d). BY 
[8, Lemma 2.11, Tl E QaQo. Thus Tl is similar to a/3Tl-‘, whence 
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a(Ti) = cr((~pT~~) by [8, Lemma 2.61. Therefore, 
a(T) u {I, oY, P, oP] = O(Ti) u 472) u (17 a, P, 4 
= c+@iy) Ua(cq3T2-1) U{l,Q,p,c@) 
= +G-l) u (1, a, A@)> 
as we want. ??
LEMMA 3.6. GL(n) #g:(n) fern > 4. 
Proof. Let T = diag(2,3,5,7) @ I k, where k = n - 4. Assume that 
T E g:(n). Then T E QaQp for some nonzero complex numbers cr, p. By 
Lemma 3.5, 
C’) u 11, a, P, 4) = +OT-l) u (1, WA 4. 
Let A = {+a$, +c@, $q3, $crP}. Then 
A C {2,3,5,7, I, o, P, oP>. 
Since cup # 0, then c@ @ A. This implies that 
A C {2,3,5,7,1, a, P]. 
In the following, we will show that all of 2,3,5,7 $! A. First, if 2 E A, 
then 2 = $c@, ia@, $cyfl, or $cu,0. This leads to a/3 = 4,6,10, or 14. If 
q’3 = 4, whence A = {2,$, $, $}, then (4, 2, f} C {cr, p}, which is absurd. 
And if c@ = 6, whence A = {3,2, g, :}, then {& :} = {cY,~}. This 
forces 6 = C$ = g-, which is impossible. Similarly, if afl = 10, whence 
A = (5, ?,2, ?$} (respectively, o/3 = 14, whence A = (7, y, 9,2}), then 
{+ y} = {cx,~} ({$ +} = {a,/?}). Thus 10 = crp = F (14 = CY@ = 
e), h’ h ‘d’ 1 w IC 1s r-1 KU ous. Therefore, 2 $ A. Next, using similar arguments 
as the above, we can infer that 3,5,7 $J A. The details are left for the 
reader. Therefore A c {l,cr,p}, which is a contradiction, since A has 
four distinct elements. Hence T $! o:(n). Thus GL(n) # Q!(n) if n > 4. 
Using an argument like that in the proof of the above lemma, we can 
prove the following 
LEMMA 3.7. GL(n) # Q:,,(n) for n > 5. 
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Proof. Let T = diag(2,3,5,7,11) @ Ik, where k = n - 5. Assume that 
T E Q?(n). Then T E Qal,nzQ~1,~2 for some nonzero complex numbers 
oi,c~,Pi,P~. So (w%-~T E Qn,ln,Qo:,lu,. BY Lemma 3.5, 
d(adWIT) u { 1, a;’ az, PI%, (wJJ1mP2} 
= +&T-‘) u { 1, cy;’ oaJlV2, (Q1P1)-1Q2P2}. 
Let p E CY~CY~,&~~ and A = { ip, $p, ip, Gp, &p}. Then 
A C {2,3,5,7,11,1, QlPl,[Y2Pl,(YlP2,aZP2}. 
As in the proof of Lemma 3.6, we will show that 2,3,5,7,11,1 $ A. Indeed, 
if 2 E A, then 2 = ip, $p, ip, $p, or kp. Thus p = 4,6,10,14, or 22. If 
P = 4, whence A = {a,+, $, $, A}, then {;, g, $, A} = (~31, ~$1, criP2, 
CY~/~Z}. This forces 42 = p2 = 3X5:;X,1, which is absurd. And if p = 6, 
whence A = {3,2,g,$,fi}, then {g,:,&> C {~1Pl,~2P1,~1P2,~zp2) 
(E B). Therefore, three elements of B must be g, $, &; say, for exam- 
ple, cyi,& = $, CY& = $, and cvi,& = &. Then 6 = p = cr~~icyi~~ = 
$ x 5, which is impossible. Other possible evaluations of elements of 
B lead to analogous contradictions. Similarly, if p = 10, whence A = 
(5, y, 2, $, g} (respectively, p = 14, whence A = (7, y, ?,2, $}, or p = 
22, whence A = (11, $, F, $?,a}), then {y, y!, e} C B ({y, 9, E} 2 B 
or {Z$,$,y} _ ). C B Thus, using analogous arguments to the case p = 6, 
all these cases will raise contradictions. Therefore 2 $ A. Next, using 
similar arguments to the above, we can infer that 3, 5, 7, 11, 1 $ A. The 
details are omitted. Therefore A C {cY~,&, Q~P~,cY~/~~,cI~,&}, which is a 
contradiction, since A has five distinct elements. Hence T 4 QCllra2Q~l,~2. 
This completes the proof. W 
Combining the above results, we have the following 
THEOREM 3.8. Let n be a positive integer. Then 
(a) GL(n) = Q:,,(n) = Q:(n); 
(b) Q:(n) = @(n) Zjn < 3, and @ *(n.) # 05 .,.(n) ifn > 3; 
(c) Q:,*(n) = QS,,(n) ij n I 4, and k&(n) # k,,(n) i;f 72 > 4. 
Proof. (a) follows from Q:(n) C Q:,,(n) C GL(n) and Theorem 3.2. 
(b): Clearly, GL(l) = Q*(l) = Q:(l). If T is an invertible 2 x 2 matrix, 
then T is similar to 
[i; ;] = [; ;] [:, ;] eQaQa> 
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where cy, fl are nonzero complex numbers. Thus GL(2) = Q:(2). For 
n > 3, (b) follows from Lemmas 3.3 and 3.6. 
(c): It is obvious that GL(l) = Q*,*(l) and GL(2) = Q,,,(2). And 
GL(3) = Q:,,(3) by Lemma 3.3. For n 1 4, (c) follows from Corollary 3.4 
and Lemma 3.7. The proof is complete. ??
4. QF AND QR 
In this section, we will consider the product of finitely many quadratic 
(not necessary invertible) matrices. Our main result in this section is 
Theorem 4.5: Mn = Q?(n) = Q?*(n) = Q:(n) = Q:,,(n), i.e., every 
n x n matrix is the product of four quadratic matrices. Also, we will 
consider necessary and/or sufficient conditions for T E Q:(n), Q:,,(n), or 
QcQaQa. We start with the following lemma, which is crucial in our study 
of these problems. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let X1, X2,, . , A, be nonzero complex numbers. If T is a 
singular cyclic n x n matrix, then there exist matrices A and B such that 
T = AB, where A E Qo and B is cyclic with c(B) = {X1,X2,. ,A,}. 
Proof. Since T is similar to a companion matrix of the form 
-0 0 - 
(y= l ‘. al 
1 
..o i 
-0 1 a,-1 _ 
we need only prove it for C. For j = 0, 1, . , n- 1, let bj be the cofficient of 
~j in the expansion of (Z-X,). . . (z-X,). Note that bo = (-1)” ny=, Xj # 
0. Let 
- 0 0 -0 -bo 
-b,‘(a + bl) 1 1 . . . 
A= and B= 
-bl 
_-b;‘(ai + b,_l) 1 
‘.O i 
-0 1 -b--l _ 
It is easily seen that C = AB, A E Qo, and B is cyclic with characteristic 
polynomial (Z - Xi) ‘. (z - A,). Hence g(B) = {Xi, X2,. , A,}. ??
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LEMMA 4.2. Let T be a singular n x n matrix. If T = C,“=, @Tj, 
where each Tj is singular cyclic, then T E Q:(n). 
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, for each j, Tj = A, Bj, where Aj is idempotent 
and Bj is unipotent [i.e. 
Cj”=, Bj. Then A E 
a(B,) = {l}]. Let A = Cj”=, @A, and B = 
Q 0 and a(B) = {l}. By [9, Theorem 2.71, B E QT, 
and thus T = AB E QoQT, whence T E Qz. ??
Since every nilpotent matrix is a direct sum of nilpotent Jordan blocks, 
by the above lemma we have the following 
COROLLARY 4.3. Every nilpotent matrix T E QoQr, and hence T E Qz. 
LEMMA 4.4. Every singular matrix T is the product of an idempotent 
matrix and an invertible matrix. 
Proof. Since T is similar to Tl @ T2, where Tl is invertible and T2 
is nilpotent, we need only prove it for Tl @ Tz. By Corollary 4.3, Tz = 
AB, where A is idempotent and B is invertible. Thus Tl @ T2 = (I @ 
A)(Tl @ B) is the product of an idempotent matrix and an invertible 
matrix. ??
THEOREM 4.5. A& = Q?(n) = Q?*(n) = Q!(n) = Qf,*(n) 
Proof. The theorem follows immediately from Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 
3.8, since for each T E Mn, T is either singular or invertible. ??
Does Mn = Q:(n) or Q:,,(n)‘! We don’t know yet, although we do know 
that for matrices with small size, the answer is affirmative (see Proposition 
4.10). On the other hand, using Proposition 4.7, it can be shown that for 
matrices with large size, A& # Qc(n)Q,(n)Qp(n). To prove Proposition 
4.7, we need the following 
LEMMA 4.6. If T E Q:(n), then Cx~C,~o,lj dim ker(T - M)n 5 n/2. 
Proof. Since T is similar to Tl CB Tz ~9 T3, where a(Tl) = {O}, a(Tz) = 
{I}, and 0,1 Sr I, and T E Qi, therefore, by [l], we have 
dim ker Tl + rank Ts < rank(1 - Tl) + rank(1 - T3) 
< rank(1 - T) < 2 dim ker T 
= 2 dimker Tl, 
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and hence rank T3 < dim ker Tl. Thus rank T3 5 n/2, since rank Ts+ 
dimker Tl 5 n. On the other hand, 
rank T3 = c dim ker(Ts - XI)” = c dim ker(T - X1)n. 
xC\{O,iI XEC\{O,iI 
So ~xec,~o,ll dimker(T - X1)n < n/2, as desired. W 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let T be an n x n matrix. If T E QoQaQp, where 
CY, /3 E C and p # 0, then dim ker(T - XI) 5 in for all X # O,l, CY, p, o$. 
Proof. Assume that T = ERS, where E E Qo, R E Qa, and S E Qo. 
Let 
and 
X = ker(T - X1), Y = ker(TS-’ - XS1): 
2 = ker[(TS-’ - XI)(TS-1 - X/3-‘I)]. 
Then dim X = dim Y (G m), so 2m - n 5 dim(X n Y) < dim 2. Indeed, 
if II: E X I- Y, then 
(TS-’ - XI)(TP - x/3-‘1)z 
= (TS-1 - XI)(X1 - Xp-‘I)x 
= T(XS-2 - xp-5!3-‘)x - (A?-1 - x2p-‘I)x 
= T(K’ - xp-1I)x - x2s-‘x + x2p-‘x 
= x2S-lx - x2p-lx - x2S-lx + x2p-‘x z 0. 
Moreover, by Corollary 2.10 and Lemma 4.6, dim 2 5 n/2 for X # 0, 1, o 
and Xp-’ # 0, 1, o. Thus dim ker(T - XI) < in for all X # 0, 1, (Y, /3, op. ??
COROLLARY 4.8. Let n be a positive integer and CY, ,B be complex num- 
bers. Then A& # Qc(n)Q,(n)Qa(n) $n > 5. 
Proof. Choose X E C and X # 0, I, cy, /3, o/3. Let T = [0] @ XI,-1. 
Then T E Mn, but T $ Qo(n)Qa(n)Qa(n) by [l] and Proposition 4.7. I 
We conclude this paper with Proposition 4.10, which shows that Mn = 
Q:,,(n) = Q:(n) if n 5 5. But first we need the following 
LEMMA 4.9. Let T be an n x n matrix. If T = Tl @ T2, where both Tl 
and T2 are cyclic, then T E Q:(n). 
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Proof. By Theorem 3.8, we need only to prove the case that X is sin- 
gular. If both Xr and X2 are singular cyclic, then the lemma is a special 
case of Lemma 4.2. Hence we may assume that Xi is singular cyclic, Xz 
is nonsingular cyclic, and s(Xr) 2 s(Xz), where, for a matrix L, s(L) de- 
notes its size. Indeed, if Xr is nonsingular cyclic and s(Xi) > s(Xz), then 
X2 is similar to Xi @ X[, where Xi is nilpotent and cyclic and T[ is non- 
singular cyclic. Let Xi = Xr 63 Xi and Xz = T[. Then X is similar 
to Xr @ X2, where Xi is singular cyclic, Xz is nonsingular cyclic, and 
4x1) 2 s(a). 
Now, assume that a(Xz) = {Q~,cY~, . , a:,}, where CK~ # 0 for each j. 
Then, by Lemma 4.1, Tl = ER, where E E Qo and R is cyclic with c(R) = 
(1)“‘) l,cy~l,cY;l )..., cu,i }. Therefore, by [2, Lemma 11, R @ X2 E QTi. 
Hence T = (E @ I)(R @ T2) E QoQT1, whence T E Qz. a 
PROPOSITION 4.10. 
Q:(n) if n 5 5. 
Let n be a positive integer. Then M, = Q:,,(n) = 
Proof. For n = 1,2,3, the proposition follows from Theorem 3.8 and [l]. 
For n = 4, using Lemma 4.9 and the Jordan canonical form for matrices, 
we are reduced to considering 4 x 4 matrices X in one of the following 
two forms: diag(a,a, a,d) and aI + N, where a,d E C, a # d, and N is 
nilpotent. Clearly, if X = a13 @ [d], then T = (aI @ [1])(13 @ [d]) E QaQd, 
whence X E Q:(4). On the other hand! if X = aI4 + N, where a # 0 and N 
is nilpotent, then X E Qz by [7, Theorem 2.11 whence X E Q:(4). Finally, 
if X is nilpotent, then X E Qp by Corollary 4.3. 
For n = 5, again, using Lemma 4.9 and the Jordan canonical form for 
matrices, we are reduced to considering 5 x 5 matrices X in one of the 
following forms: 
(1) d&da, a, a, c, e), 
(2) a4 @ [el, 
(3) [; i] CD diag(a,a,e), and 
(4) ak + N, 
where a, c, e E C and all are distinct, and N is nilpotent. 
(1): If X is invertible, then T E 62 by Theorem 3.8. Hence we may 
assume that T is singular. Thus S E diag(a, c, e) is singular. Then S E 
QeQz by Lemma 4.1 and [7, Theorem 2.11. Therefore X = diag(a, a) @S E 
QeQz, whence T E Qp. 
(2): Since X = a14 @ [e] = (a14 @ [1])(14 @ [e]) E QaQe, we have 
T E Qf, whence X E Qz. 
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(3): As in (l), we may assume that T is singular. Let 
[ 
a 1 0 
TI= 0 0 1 and T2 [ a 0 a = 0 a 
0 0 
1 
e 
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Then Tr E QoQz by Lemma 4.1 and [7, Theorem 2.11 again. Since T is 
similar to Tl @Tz, therefore T E QoQz, whence T E Qz. 
(4): If a # 0, then T E Qz, by [7, Theorem 2.11. On the other hand. if 
a = 0, then T is nilpotent, whence T E Qz by Corollary 4.3 
complete. 
The proof is 
??
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